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ABSTRACT 

Assemblies and methods suitable for knotless arthroscopic repair of tissue defects 

include two fixation members coupled by two limbs of suture comprising a continuous 

loop. A unidirectional restriction element that can be a preformed locking, sliding suture 

knot proximate to one of the fixation members, provides tensioning of the repair.
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR REPAIRING TISSUE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates generally to devices and methods for repairing tissue.  

More specifically, the invention relates to suture anchoring devices and methods for 

arthroscopic repair of tissue defects.  

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] A variety of injuries and conditions require repair of soft tissue damage, or 

reattachment of soft tissue to bone and/or surrounding tissue. For example, when 

otherwise healthy tissue has been torn away from a bone, such as a shoulder rotator cuff 

tendon being partially or completely torn from a humerus (a rotator cuff tear), surgery is 

often required to reattach the tissue to the bone, to allow healing and a natural reattachment 

to occur. A number of devices and methods have been developed for performing these 

surgical repairs, some of the more successful methods including the use of suture anchors 

or, generically, "suture fixation members," which typically include an anchor body having 

one or more suture attachment feature, and a tissue or bone engaging feature for retaining 

the suture anchor within or adjacent to the tissue or bone. Depending on the specific 

injury, one or more suture anchor connected to, or interconnected by, one or more segment 

of suture, may used to perform the repair.  

[0003] Surgery can also be required when a tear occurs in the substance of a single 

type of tissue, for example in the meniscus of the knee (a meniscal tear). One method of 

repairing such a tear is to stitch it closed by passing a length of suture through the tissue 

and tying the suture. Suture can also be used in conjunction with one or more suture 

anchor to repair such tissue tears. Sutures can be fastened to suture anchors and to tissue 

using knots tied by the surgeon during a repair procedure, or using "knotless" devices and 

methods, where one or more anchor and one or more suture can be connected and 

tensioned without the surgeon needing to tie knots during the surgery. Knotless anchoring 

is of particular utility for minimally invasive surgeries such as endoscopic or arthroscopic 

repairs, where the surgeon must remotely manipulate the suture at the surgical site using
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tools inserted through a small diameter cannula or endoscopic tube, which can make the 

knotting process difficult and tedious.  

[0004] Various methods are used to provide knotless anchoring, including anchors 

that automatically lock a suture in position as the anchor is deployed in tissue, anchor 

components that can controllably lock a suture to the anchor after the anchor is deployed, 

devices that enable a suture to slide through them in one direction only, and preformed 

knots that can be tightened by the surgeon using a simple tool, or by tensioning one or 

more suture strand extending from the knot.  

[0005] While many suture anchoring systems have been developed for repairing 

torn tissue, current devices are not without their drawbacks. Some knots or other anchor 

components may "stand proud" above the repaired tissue's surface especially that surface 

facing weight bearing contact with bone such as the interface between the femur and the 

meniscus and interfere with movement and healing of, for example, articulating joint 

tissue, or the knot's position relative to the anchor or nearby tissue may not be fully under 

the surgeon's control, in some situations providing a less than optimal repair. In surgeries 

where two or more suture anchors are joined by suture to repair an injury, any knots or 

joined suture segments positioned along the suture connecting the anchors to one another 

can become stress points that limit the ultimate strength of the surgical repair or contribute 

to surgical trauma.  

[0006] Accordingly, there remains a need for improved methods and devices for 

repairing torn or damaged tissue, and in particular for methods and devices suitable for 

arthroscopic repair of torn or otherwise damaged tissue using suture anchors. There also 

remains a need for methods and devices that reduce the risk of damage to the tissue being 

repaired, and that provide a low profile to eliminate interference with movement and 

healing in articulating joints.  

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] Accordingly, the present invention provides embodiments of suture 

anchoring devices and methods for repairing damaged tissue. An apparatus according to
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the present invention comprises first and second fixation members, with each of the first 

and the second fixation members having a first surface, an opposing second surface, first 

and second through openings defined between the first surface and the second surface. A 

flexible element couples the first and the second fixation members, the flexible element 

having a first end, a second end and a length therebetween which extends from the first 

end, in order, along a first end section of suture, through the first opening in the first 

fixation member from the respective first surface to the respective second surface, through 

the first opening in the second fixation member from the respective second surface to the 

respective first surface, through the second opening in the second fixation member from 

the respective first surface to the respective second surface, through the second opening in 

the first fixation member from the respective second surface to the respective first surface, 

and along a second end section of suture. The first fixation member has a third through 

opening defined between the respective first and second surface. A sliding, locking knot is 

formed between the first end section and the second end section, with the first end section 

positioned slidably through the knot and extending from the knot and through the third 

opening from the first surface to the second surface.  

[0008] In one aspect of the invention, the first, second and third openings through 

the first fixation member are arranged in substantially a straight line along the respective 

first and second surface. Preferably, the first and the second fixation members comprise 

rounded surfaces between adjacent openings on each respective surface, for sliding the 

flexible element therealong. In one aspect of the invention each of the openings has a 

substantially circular cross section. Alternatively, one or more of the openings has an 

elongated cross section. Preferably, tension applied to the second end section with respect 

to the first fixation member is effective to decrease a distance between the first and the 

second fixation member along the flexible member coupling the first and the second 

fixation member.  

[0009] In one aspect of the invention, the first and the second fixation members 

further comprises a substantially linear groove in each of the respective first and second 

surfaces, the groove extending from a first end of the respective surface to an opposite end 

of the respective surface, the groove in the second surface being substantially parallel to 

the groove in the first surface. A delivery device has an elongated delivery member within
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which at least a portion of each of the first and the second fixation members, coupled by 

the flexible element, is longitudinally and slidably received, preferably with their grooves 

slidably engaged with a slot in the delivery member.  

[0010] Preferably, the flexible element comprises a suture. In one aspect of the 

invention the flexible element comprises polyethylene. In another aspect of the invention 

the flexible element comprises polyethylene and a bioabsorbable polymer, preferably the 

bioabsorbable polymer comprises polydioxanone.  

[0011] Preferably, the sliding, locking knot is a bunt line knot.  

[0012] Preferably, a delivery device is provided which comprises a cannula having 

a proximal end and a distal end, and a longitudinal slot in a wall of the cannula which 

extends from the distal end toward the proximal end, the cannula is defined by opposing 

longitudinal edges along the slot. The first and the second fixation device are received in 

the cannula along the slot, with the slot edges slidingly engaged in respective grooves in 

each of the first and the second fixation device. Preferably, a deployment rod is positioned 

in the cannula, a handle mechanically couples to the proximal end of the cannula, and a 

manually actuable member is associated with the handle to translate the deployment rod 

distally in the cannula for expelling one of the first and the second fixation device slidingly 

from the distal end of the cannula.  

[0013] An apparatus according to the present invention comprises first and second 

fixation members. Each of the first and the second fixation members having a first surface 

and an opposing second surface, first, second and third through openings defined between 

the first surface and the second surface of the first fixation device, and one or more through 

openings defined between the first surface and the second surface of the second fixation 

device. A flexible element couples the first and the second fixation members. It has a first 

end, a second end and a length therebetween, the length extending from the first end, in 

order, along a first end section of suture, through the first opening in the first fixation 

member from the respective first surface to the respective second surface, through at least 

one of the one or more opening in the second fixation member from the respective second 

surface to the respective first surface, through the second opening in the first fixation
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member from the respective second surface to the respective first surface, and along a 

second end section of suture. A sliding, locking knot is formed between the first end 

section and the second end section, the second end section extending from the knot and 

through the third opening from the first surface to the second surface.  

[0014] An apparatus according to the present invention comprises first and second 

fixation members coupled by two continuous sections of suture extending therebetween.  

The first fixation member has a first surface and an opposing second surface. The two 

suture sections are continuous with one another and slidable through an opening through 

the second fixation member. Each of the two sections of suture extend through respective 

first and second through openings in the first fixation member from the second surface to 

the first surface. A sliding, locking knot joins the two continuous sections of suture 

adjacent to the first surface. A third through opening extends between the first surface and 

the second surface and one of the two continuous sections of suture extends from the knot 

and through the third opening from the first surface to the second surface.  

[0015] An apparatus according to the present invention provides for repairing a 

defect in a body tissue. It comprises a first fixation member having a first surface and an 

opposing second surface, and first, second and third through openings between the first and 

the second surface. A second fixation member has one or more through openings. The 

first and the second fixation members are coupled by a continuous length of suture 

defining a loop joined by a sliding, locking knot positioned substantially adjacent to the 

first side of the first fixation member. The loop extends from the knot slidably through, in 

order, the first opening in the first fixation member, at least one of the one or more 

openings in the second fixation member, the second opening of the first fixation member, 

and returns to the knot. An end section of the continuous length of suture extends from the 

knot and through the third opening of the first fixation member from the first side to the 

second side. Tensioning the end section with respect to the first fixation member is 

effective to shorten the loop.  

[0016] Preferably, the knot is a bunt line knot, and also preferably the second 

surface is adapted to contact the tissue being repaired, and the knot is maintained adjacent 

to the first surface.
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[0017] A method according to the present invention provides for repairing a defect 

in a body tissue. The method comprises the steps of: passing a first fixation member along 

a first delivery path through the tissue to a first location on a first surface area of the tissue, 

the first fixation member having opposing first and second surfaces, a sliding and locking 

suture knot adjacent to the first surface, the suture knot comprising suture, three limbs of 

suture extending from the second surface along the delivery path, the three limbs of suture 

each continuous with the suture comprising the knot, a first two of the three limbs together 

comprising a continuous loop of suture slidingly connected to a second fixation member, 

the loop having a loop length; tensioning at least one of the three sections of suture to 

deploy the second surface against the tissue at the first location; passing the second fixation 

member along a second delivery path through the tissue to a second location on a second 

surface area of the tissue; and tensioning the third limb of suture to reduce the loop length 

between the first fixation member and the second fixation member.  

[0018] Preferably, tensioning the third limb of suture deploys the second fixation 

member against the tissue at the second location and also applies a compressive force to 

reduce the tissue defect.  

[0019] Preferably, the first fixation member comprises a first, a second, and a third 

through opening between the first side and the second side, each of the first, second and 

third limb positioned through the respective opening and the second fixation member 

comprises two through openings, and the loop passes slidingly through both openings.  

[0020] In one aspect of the invention, the first location and the second location are 

on a single surface of the tissue. In another aspect of the invention the first location and 

the second location are on opposing surfaces of the tissue.  

[0021] An apparatus according to the claimed invention comprises a first fixation 

member having opposing first and second surfaces. A sliding and locking suture knot sits 

adjacent to the first surface. It comprises suture, three limbs of which extend from the 

second surface, are continuous with the suture comprising the knot, each of which are 

positioned through a respective through opening between the first surface and the second 

surface. A first two of the three limbs together comprise a continuous loop of suture
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slidingly connected to a second fixation member. The loop has a loop length. The knot is 

configured so that tension applied to the third limb with respect to the first fixation 

member is effective to reduce the loop length 

[0022] An apparatus according to the present invention comprises a first fixation 

member having opposing first and second surfaces, with first, second and third through 

openings extending between the first and the second surfaces, and respective first, second 

and third limbs of suture positioned through the respective first, second and third openings.  

The first and the third limbs are positioned slidably through the respective first and third 

opening and the first and the second limbs are continuous with one another to form a suture 

loop extending from the second surface. A second fixation member has one or more 

opening therethrough with the loop positioned slidably through at least one of the one or 

more openings through the second fixation member. A restriction element is associated 

with the first fixation member and is adapted to slidably pass suture therethrough in a first 

direction, but not in a second, opposite direction. The first and the third limbs are 

continuous with one passing through the restriction member adjacent the first surface.  

Tension applied to the third limb with respect to the first fixation member is effective to 

reduce the loop length by sliding the third and the first limb through the respective third 

and first opening.  

[0023] An apparatus according to the claimed invention comprises a first fixation 

member and a second fixation member, with at least one opening through the second 

fixation member. Two limbs of suture form a continuous loop of suture extending from 

the first fixation member with a portion of the loop positioned slidably through the at least 

one opening through the second fixation member. The first fixation member comprises a 

restriction element through which an extension of one of the two limbs is positioned to 

pass slidingly in a first longitudinal direction, but is restricted from sliding in a second, 

opposite longitudinal direction. The two limbs and the extension extending from a 

common surface of the first fixation member.  

[0024] An apparatus according to the present invention provides for repairing a 

body tissue having a surface. The apparatus comprises first and second fixation members, 

each of the first and the second fixation members having a respective contact surface
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adapted to be positioned in contact with the tissue surface. A continuous loop of suture 

extends between respective contact surfaces of the first and the second fixation member, 

the loop having a length, and being slidably positioned through one or more opening 

through the second fixation member. A tensioning limb of suture extends from the contact 

surface of the first fixation member so that tension applied to the tensioning limb with 

respect to the first fixation member is effective to reduce the length of the loop.  

[0025] Preferably, the tensioning limb is continuous with the suture comprising the 

loop. In one aspect of the invention the first fixation member comprises a locking, sliding 

knot through which the tensioning limb is positioned. Preferably, the sliding knot is 

position adjacent a non-contact surface on the first fixation member, the non-contact 

surface being opposed and opposite to the contact surface. Preferably, the tensioning limb 

can pass slidingly through the knot in a first longitudinal direction along the suture, and is 

restricted from sliding through the knot in an opposite longitudinal direction.  

[0026] A method according to the present invention provides for repairing a defect 

in meniscus. The meniscus has a first surface facing an associated femur and a second, 

opposing surface away from the femur and away from a tibia. The method comprises the 

steps of. placing a first fixation member against the second surface at a first location 

adjacent the defect; placing a second fixation member against the second surface at a 

second location adjacent the defect; arranging a flexible member between the first fixation 

member and the second fixation member across the defect, the flexible member passing 

through the meniscus and comprising a loop upon which the second fixation member is 

slidably affixed and which comprises a slip knot affixed to the flexible member adjacent 

the first fixation member beyond the second surface; and tensioning a portion of the 

flexible member through the slip knot to shorten the loop and close the defect.  

[0027] Preferably, the first fixation member has a first side and a second side with 

the slip knot abutting the first side and wherein the method comprises the step of placing 

the second side against the second surface on the meniscus.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0028] This invention is described with particularity in the appended claims. The 

above and further aspects of this invention may be better understood by referring to the 

following description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like 

numerals indicate like structural elements and features in various figures. The drawings 

are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the principles 

of the invention.  

[0029] FIG. 1 is a cross sectional view of an exemplary embodiment of a tissue 

repair assembly of the present invention, implanted in a body tissue; 

[0030] FIG. 2A is a side elevation view of an exemplary embodiment of a tissue 

repair assembly of the present invention, disposed on a delivery device of the present 

invention; 

[0031] FIGs. 2B and 2C are side elevation and top views, respectively, of a distal 

portion of the delivery tool illustrated in FIG. 2A; 

[0032] FIGs. 3A-3F are cross-sectional views of an exemplary embodiment of a 

method for repairing a tissue defect according to the present invention; 

[0033] FIGs. 4A-4C are respective top plan, end elevation and side elevation views 

of an exemplary embodiment of an fixation member of the present invention having three 

through openings for receiving suture; 

[0034] FIGs. 5A-5C are top plan, end elevation and side elevation views of another 

embodiment of an fixation member of the present invention having two through openings 

for receiving suture; 

[0035] FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a tissue repair assembly of the present 

invention employing the fixation members of FIGs. 4A-4C and FIGs. 5A-5C;
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[0036] FIG. 7 is a side elevation view of an alternative embodiment of an fixation 

member of the present invention having three through openings for receiving suture; 

[0037] FIG. 8 is a side elevation view of an alternative embodiment of an fixation 

member of the present invention having two through openings for receiving suture; 

[0038] FIG. 9 is a side elevation view of a further embodiment of an fixation 

member of the present invention having one through opening for receiving suture; 

[0039] FIG. 10 is a cut-away view taken along lines 10 - - 10 of FIG. 6; 

[0040] FIGs. 11 A-I IF are top cut-away views of further embodiments of tissue 

repair assemblies of the present invention.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0041] Devices and methods of the present invention enable a surgeon to 

consistently and reliably repair tissue tears and separations using two fixation members 

interconnected by continuous segments of suture. Surgeries using the devices of the 

present invention are performed without the surgeon having to tie any suture knots, and are 

particularly suitable for performing arthroscopic or endoscopic repairs. Repairs performed 

using the present invention leave no knots, suture joints or other potential stress points 

along the suture interconnecting the fixation devices, reproducibly position any knots away 

from tissue areas that are particularly susceptible to post-surgical damage, for example, 

articulating tissue surfaces. It is to be understood that particular devices and methods 

disclosed herein are exemplary and not limiting of the present invention, for example, 

embodiments illustrated herein for repairing in-substance injuries to soft tissue, such as the 

meniscus of the knee, can be equally applied for repairing partial or complete tears in 

another type of soft tissue, or for repairing partial or complete separations of one type of 

tissue from another, for example, separation of a tendon or ligament from a bone.  

[0042] Referring more particularly to the figures, FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a 

cross sectional view of an exemplary embodiment of a tissue repair assembly 100 of the 

present invention implanted in a body tissue 102, for repairing a defect 104 in the tissue
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102. In an exemplary embodiment, the tissue 102 is a meniscus in a knee and the defect 

104 is a meniscal tear. In another embodiment, the tissue 102 is another type of body 

tissue. In yet another embodiment, the defect 104 is a separation between two different 

types of body tissue.  

[0043] The repair assembly 100 is seen to comprise a first fixation member 106, a 

second fixation member 108 and a continuous flexible element 110 interconnecting and 

extending through the first 106 and the second fixation member 108. The flexible element 

110 can comprise any type of flexible element suitable for implantation and use in making 

surgical repairs, and is hereinafter referred to as "suture." The suture 110 can be any type 

of suture including suture fabricated using natural materials such as silk, and synthetic 

materials such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or other polyester materials. The 

suture 110 can be bioabsorbable, partially bioabsorbable, or nonabsorbable, and can have a 

circular cross section or another cross section. In one embodiment, the suture 110 is 

partially bioabsorbable, comprising polyethylene as a nonabsorbable component, and 

polydioxanone as a bioabsorbable component.  

[0044] The first fixation member 106 is seen to comprise a first tissue-contact 

surface 112, a first back surface 114 and a first 116, a second 118 and a third through 

opening 120 between the first tissue-contact surface 112 and the first back surface 114.  

The second fixation member 108 is seen to comprise a second tissue contact surface 122, a 

second back surface 124 and a respective first 126 and second through opening 128 

between the respective tissue contact 122 and back surface 124. In an embodiment, one or 

more of the respective through openings is adapted for slidably passing the suture 110 

therethrough. In a further embodiment, the respective tissue contact and back surfaces 

between adjacent openings through each the first 106 and the second anchor 108 are 

rounded to optimize the slidability of the suture 110 through and among the respective 

openings. In one embodiment, the cross section of each of the openings is round. In 

another embodiment, one or more of the openings is elongated in a direction transverse to a 

line connecting the one or more opening with an adjacent opening through the respective 

fixation member.
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[0045] The suture 110 is seen to comprise a locking, sliding knot 120 adjacent to 

the back surface 114 of the first fixation member 106. The suture is seen to comprise a 

continuous loop section 132 extending from the locking, sliding knot 130, the loop section 

132 comprising a first limb 134 and a second limb 136. The first limb 134 is seen to 

extend from the locking, sliding knot 130 toward and through the respective first opening 

116 in the first fixation member 106 from the respective back surface 114 to the respective 

tissue-contact surface 112, toward and through the respective first opening 126 in the 

second fixation member 108, from the respective tissue-contact surface 122 to the 

respective back surface 124. Continuing from the back surface 124 of the second fixation 

member 108, the first limb 134 is seen to be continuous with the second limb 136 in the 

loop 132, returning through the respective second opening 128 from the back surface 124 

to the tissue-contact surface 122 of the second fixation member 108, toward and through 

the respective second opening 118 in the first fixation member 106, to the locking, sliding 

knot 130, completing the loop 132. In an embodiment, the loop 132 is positioned slidably 

through each of the respective first and second opening through each of the first 106 and 

the second fixation member 108.  

[0046] In an embodiment, the second limb 136 is connected fixedly to the locking, 

sliding knot 130 and the first limb 134 extends slidably through the locking, sliding knot 

130, to and continuous with a tensioning limb 138 that extends from the locking, sliding 

knot 130 toward and through the third opening 140 from the respective back side 114 to 

the tissue contact side 112 of the first anchor 106. An application of tension to the 

tensioning limb 138 with respect to the first anchor 106 is effective to slidingly draw suture 

from the loop 132 through the respective first opening in the first fixation member, the 

locking, sliding knot 130 and the third opening 120, shortening the loop 132 as the 

transmitted tension further draws a portion of the second limb 136 slidingly through the 

respective second 128 and first opening 126 in the second fixation member 108. In an 

embodiment, shortening the loop 132 applies a compressive force for closing the defect 

104 in the tissue 102. It is to be noted that for illustrative purposes in FIG. 1, the various 

suture limbs 134, 136 and 138 are shown laterally separated from one another through the 

tissue 102, but that in an actual tissue repair using the tissue repair assembly 100, the 

various suture limbs 134, 136, 138 follow a substantially common path adjacent to one 

another through the tissue 102.
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[0047] FIG. 2A schematically illustrates a side view of an exemplary embodiment 

of the tissue repair assembly 100, disposed on a delivery device 150 of the present 

invention, the delivery device 150 having a distal end 152 and a proximal end 154. The 

delivery device 150 is seen to comprise a substantially tubular distal delivery member 156 

extending distally from a proximal handle 158. FIGs. 2B and 2C illustrate more detailed 

views of a distal portion of the delivery member 156 with the tissue repair assembly 100 

disposed thereon, in respective side and top views.  

[0048] The first 106 and the second fixation member 108, with at least a portion of 

the suture 110 extending therebetween, are seen to be slidably retained along and at least 

partially within the delivery member 156. The delivery device 150 is also seen to comprise 

at least one deployment rod 160 distally slidable in the delivery member 156 for 

sequentially expelling the first 106 and the second fixation member 108 distally from the 

delivery member 156. The handle 158 is seen to comprise at least one manually actuable 

trigger 162, actuable for distally sliding one of the at least one deployment rod 160. In one 

embodiment, as illustrated in FIG. 2A, the delivery member 156 comprises a curve 164 

along its length. In another embodiment (not shown), the delivery member 156 is 

substantially straight between the handle 158 and the distal end 152.  

[0049] In an embodiment, each of the first 106 and the second fixation members 

108 is slidably retained in a longitudinal slot 166 in the delivery member 156, the slot 166 

extending proximally from the distal end 152 toward the handle 158, and having opposing 

longitudinal edges 168 for slidably retaining the first 106 and the second fixation member 

108. As shown, the deployment rod 160 initially rides underneath the second fixation 

member 108 outside of the lumen at the distal end of the delivery member 156 through 

which the rod 160 slides. After deployment of the first fixation member 106, a second 

trigger 163 is engaged which causes a second deployment rod 161 to move distally and 

push the second fixation member 108 along the slot into a firing position (the position 

initially occupied by the first fixation member 106) within the lumen and ready to be 

deployed by the rod 160 when the trigger 162 is engaged. As shown, the delivery member 

156 terminates distally in a tissue-penetrating tip 170. Alternatively, the delivery member 

156 terminates distally in a blunt tip. In an embodiment, each of the first 106 and the 

second fixation member 108 is retained on the delivery member 156 in an orientation that
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presents a minimum cross section of the respective fixation member for insertion into or 

through tissue along with the delivery member 156.  

[0050] A resilient tube 172 is shown in FIG. 2A positioned about the delivery 

member 156. Preferably, the resilient tube 172 is fabricated from a resilient, transparent 

silicone material. The tube 172 is omitted from FIGs. 2B and C for clarity. The resilient 

tube is seen to be positioned about the delivery member 156 along a portion of the delivery 

member encompassing the locations along the delivery member 156 of the first 106 and the 

second 108 fixation member and at least a portion of the suture therebetween. Friction 

between the resilient tube 172 and the fixation members 106, 108 and suture retained 

therein, retains the first 106 and the second fixation members 108 at predetermined 

longitudinal positions along the delivery member 156 before delivery of the respective 

fixation members to tissue. The resilient tube 172 similarly provides suture management 

for the tissue repair assembly 100 by maintaining the suture along the delivery member. A 

distal end 174 of the resilient tube 172 provides a soft depth stop for insertion of the 

delivery member 156 into tissue before deploying either or both of the first 106 and the 

second fixation member 108 

[0051] FIGs. 3A-3F illustrate an exemplary embodiment of a method for repairing 

a tissue defect according to the present invention. First referring to FIG. 3A, the delivery 

member 156, the tissue repair assembly 100 retained thereon, is seen to have been passed 

through a damaged body tissue 180 having a first tissue surface 182 and a second tissue 

surface 184, to a first location 186 at the second tissue surface 184, where the first fixation 

member 106 is seen to have been slidingly expelled from the distal end of the delivery 

member 156, positioning the first fixation member 106 proximate to the first location 186.  

The damaged body tissue 180 is seen to comprise a tissue defect 188. In an embodiment, 

the first location 186 is selected by the surgeon so that the completed repair will apply 

compression to the defect 188. In an embodiment, the tissue defect 188 is a meniscal tear 

and the compression is effective to close the tear. It is to be noted that for illustrative 

purposes in FIG. 3A through FIG. 3F, as also noted for FIG. 1 hereinabove, various suture 

limbs extending from individual fixation members are shown laterally separated from one 

another through the tissue 180 between the first 182 and the second tissue surface 184, but
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that in an actual tissue repair, the various suture limbs, follow a substantially common path 

adjacent to one another through the tissue 102.  

[0052] Alternatively, the first fixation member 106 can be expelled from the 

delivery member 156 within the material of the damaged body tissue 180, or within or 

adjacent to a surface of another body tissue. Depending on the nature and location of the 

tissue defect 188, the surgeon may elect to pass the deployment member 156 to the first 

location 186 directly through the tissue defect 188, adjacent to the tissue defect 188, or 

through another area of tissue where the deployed tissue repair assembly 100 will be 

effective to apply compression across the tissue defect 188.  

[0053] Now referring to FIG. 3B, the delivery member 156 is seen to have been 

retracted from the damaged body tissue 180, leaving the first fixation member 106 

proximate to the first location 186. The first fixation member 106, while slidably retained 

on the delivery member 156, presents a minimum cross section for penetrating tissue. In 

use, the first fixation member 106 will toggle so that the respective tissue contact surface 

112 lodges against the second tissue surface 184 at the first location186, presenting a 

maximum cross section of the first fixation device 106 to resist pullout through the 

damaged tissue 180.  

[0054] Now referring to FIG. 3C, the delivery member 156, the second fixation 

member 108 still retained thereon, is seen to have been passed a second time through the 

damaged body tissue 180, to a second location 190 at the second tissue surface 184, where 

the second fixation member 108 is seen to have been slidingly expelled from the distal end 

of the delivery member 156, positioning the second fixation member proximate to the 

second location 190. The criteria by which the surgeon selects the second location 190 and 

the path of the delivery member 156 through tissue are parallel to the criteria used to select 

the first location 186 and the associated path through tissue. Preferably, each of the first 

186 and the second location 190 is selected by the surgeon so that the completed repair will 

apply compression to the tissue defect 188. The second fixation member 108 can be 

expelled from the delivery member 156 within the material of the damaged body tissue 

188, or within or adjacent to a surface of another body tissue.
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[0055] Turning to FIG. 3D, the delivery member 156 is seen to have been retracted 

from the damaged body tissue 188, leaving the second fixation member 108 proximate to 

the second location, and leaving a portion of the suture loop 132 comprising the first suture 

limb 134 and the second limb 136 positioned adjacent a spanned section 192 of the first 

tissue surface 182. The second fixation member 108, while slidably retained on the 

delivery member 156, presents a minimum cross section for penetrating tissue. Upon 

expulsion from the delivery member 156, and in response to tension applied to one or both 

of the first limb 134 the second limb 136, the second fixation member 108 toggles so that 

the respective tissue contact surface 122 lodges against the second tissue surface 184 at the 

second location 190, presenting a maximum cross section of the second fixation device 108 

to resist pullout through the damaged tissue 180.  

[0056] Now turning to FIG. 3E, the tensioning limb 138 is seen to have been 

tensioned with respect to the first fixation member 106, shortening the suture loop 132 and 

applying a compressive force to the tissue defect 188. As shown, the tissue defect 188 is a 

meniscal tear and the compressive force is effective to close the tear. The portion of the 

suture loop 132 adjacent the spanned section 192 of the first tissue surface 182 remains 

substantially on the first tissue surface 182 after the tensioning. Preferably, the tensioning 

causes the suture comprising the loop 132 to locally compress the first tissue surface 182, 

so that no suture is exposed above the remainder of the first tissue surface 182 with 

sufficient tensioning the suture comprising the loop 132 embeds into the damaged tissue 

180 below the first tissue surface 182, so that no suture is exposed above the remainder of 

the first tissue surface 182.  

[0057] Now turning to FIG. 3F, the tensioning limb 138 is seen to have been 

trimmed at or below the first tissue surface 182, leaving none of the tensioning limb 138 

proud of the first tissue surface 182. As shown, the damaged tissue 180 is a meniscus of a 

knee, the tissue defect is a meniscal tear, the first tissue surface 182 is the articulating 

surface of the meniscus, the second tissue surface 184 is the peripheral rim of the 

meniscus, and each of the first 106 and the second fixation member 108 is deployed in the 

peripheral meniscal capsule. In other embodiment, two or more tissue repair assemblies of 

the present invention are used to repair a tissue defect, or to repair physically adjacent 

defects in a tissue.
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[0058] The determination by a surgeon of first and second locations for the 

respective first 106 and second fixation member 108, is dependent on many factors 

including, but not limited to the type of tissue comprising the defect, the nature and extent 

of the defect, its location in the tissue, and its proximity to other tissues and other defects 

that may be present near the surgical site. The first and second locations for respective 

first and second fixation members can be on a single continuous surface of a damaged 

tissue. Alternatively, the first and the second location are on opposite sides of a tissue 

defect along a tissue surface. The first and the second location can be on opposing tissue 

surfaces, the tissue defect therebetween. The first location and the second location could 

be on different tissues.  

[0059] FIGs. 4A-4C schematically illustrate respective top, end and side views of 

an exemplary embodiment of a three-opening fixation member 200 of the present 

invention. In an embodiment, the three-opening fixation member 200 is the first fixation 

member 106 of the tissue repair assembly 100 disclosed hereinabove. The three-opening 

fixation member 200 is seen to comprise a first body 202 having a respective first surface 

204, a respective second surface 206, and three through openings comprising a first 208, a 

second 210, and a third opening 212 through the body 202 between the respective first 

surface 204 and second surface 206. In an embodiment, the three-opening fixation 

member 200 is the first fixation member 106, the respective first surface 204 is the tissue 

contact surface 112 and the respective second surface 206 is the back surface 114. The 

three-opening fixation member 200 is symmetrical about a plane 214 between the 

respective first 204 and second surface 206. Alternatively, the respective first 204 and 

second surface 206 can be asymmetrical about the plane 214.  

[0060] Each of the three through openings 208, 210, 212, and one or both of the 

respective first 204 and second surface 206 adjacent to and therebetween is smoothly 

rounded to optimize slidability of suture through and between the openings. One or more 

of the three through openings 208, 210, 212 is elongated in a direction perpendicular to a 

line interconnecting the one or more opening with an adjacent one of the three through 

openings. Elongation of the one or more opening enhances the slidability of suture 

through the respective opening. The first body 202 is also seen to comprise a longitudinal 

groove 216 on each of the respective first 204 and second surface 206. Each groove 216 is
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adapted to slidingly engage with one of the edges 168 of the longitudinal slot 166 in the 

delivery member 156, to retain the three-opening fixation member 200 in the delivery 

member 156.  

[0061] FIGs. 5A-5C schematically illustrate respective top, end and side views of a 

further embodiment of a two-opening fixation member 220 of the present invention. In an 

embodiment, the two-opening fixation member 220 is the second fixation member 108 of 

the tissue repair assembly 100 disclosed hereinabove. Analogous to the three-opening 

fixation 200 member in construction, the two-opening fixation member 220 is seen to 

comprise a second body 222 having a respective first surface 224, a respective second 

surface 226, and two through openings comprising a respective first 228 and second 

opening 230 through the second body 222 between the respective first surface 224 and 

second surface 226. The two-opening fixation member 220 is the second fixation member 

108, the respective first surface 224 is the tissue contact surface 122 and the respective 

second surface 226 is the respective back surface 124. The two-opening fixation member 

220 is symmetrical about a respective plane 232 between the respective first 224 and 

second surface 226. Alternatively, the respective first 224 and second surface 226 are 

asymmetrical about the respective plane 232.  

[0062] The first 228 and the second through opening 230 in the two-opening 

fixation member and one or both of the respective first 224 and second surface 226 

adjacent to and therebetween are smoothly rounded to optimize slidability of suture 

through and between the openings. One or both of the two through openings 228, 230 can 

be elongated in a direction perpendicular to a line interconnecting the two through 

openings 228, 230 to enhance slidability of suture through the respective openings. The 

second body 222 is also seen to comprise a respective longitudinal groove 234 on each of 

the respective first 224 and second surface 226. Each respective groove 234 is adapted to 

slidingly engage with one of the edges 168 of the longitudinal slot 166 in the delivery 

member 156, to retain the two-opening fixation member 220 in the delivery member 156.  

[0063] The three-opening fixation member 200 and the two-opening fixation 

member 220 can be fabricated from any biocompatible material, and can be of the same, or 

of a different composition from one another. In one embodiment, at least one of the
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fixation members 200, 220 is nonabsorbable. In one further embodiment, at least one of 

the fixation members 200, 220 is fabricated from polyetheretherketone (PEEK) polymer.  

In another embodiment, at least one of the fixation members 200, 220 is bioabsorbable.  

[0064] FIG. 6 schematically illustrates a perspective view of an exemplary 

embodiment of a tissue repair assembly 250 of the present invention comprising the three

opening fixation member 200 and the two-opening fixation member 220. It has the same 

construction as the tissue repair assembly 100 disclosed hereinabove, wherein the suture 

110 comprises the locking, sliding knot 130, the first 134 the second 136 and the 

tensioning limb 138, the first 134 and the second limb 136 comprising the suture loop 132.  

[0065] An engagement portion of the suture 110 is positioned slidingly through the 

locking, sliding knot 130 at a location, hereinafter, a "post" 252 along the suture 110, 

substantially adjacent to the respective second surface 206 of the first fixation member 

200, between the first 208 and the third opening 212, the post 252 comprising a slidable 

transition between the first limb 134 and the tensioning limb 136 along the suture 110.  

Upon tensioning the tensioning limb 138 with respect to the three-opening fixation 

member 200 to shorten the loop 132, the locking, sliding knot 130 locks the post 252 

therein, substantially preventing the loop 132 from lengthening again. Locking, sliding 

knots are well known in the surgical art. The locking, sliding knot is a bunt line sliding 

knot, a type of locking, sliding knot known in the surgical arts, as well as in other arts such 

as nautical arts. Preferably it further comprises a stopper knot 254 to stabilize a suture tail 

256 extending from the locking, sliding knot 130. Alternatively, the stopper knot 254 can 

comprise a single figure eight knot.  

[0066] The three-opening fixation member 200 and the two-opening fixation 

member 220 are preferably each fabricated from PEEK, and the suture 110 is a partially 

bioabsorbable, high strength suture comprising ultra high molecular weight polyethylene 

(UIIMWPE) and polydioxanone (PDS). More preferably, the UH4WPE and PDS suture 

is an OrthocordTM suture, distributed by Depuy Mitek, of Raynham, Massachusetts.  

[0067] FIG. 7 through FIG. 9 schematically illustrate top views of various 

alternative embodiments of fixation members that can comprise tissue repair assemblies of
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the present invention. FIG. 7 illustrates a top view another embodiment of a three-opening 

fixation member 260 that resembles the fixation member 200 of FIGs 4A-4C and FIG. 6, 

except that in the three-opening fixation member 260 illustrated in FIG. 7, each of three 

openings 262, 264, 266 through a respective body 268 between a respective first 270 and 

second surface 272, are circular in cross section. Similarly, FIG. 8 illustrates a top view 

another embodiment of a two-opening fixation member 274 that resembles the fixation 

member 220 of FIGs 5A-5C and FIG. 6, except that in the two-opening fixation member 

274 illustrated in FIG. 8, each of two openings 276, 278 through a respective body 280 

between a respective first 282 and second surface 284 are circular in cross section.  

[0068] FIG. 9 schematically illustrates an embodiment of a single-opening fixation 

member 286 of the present invention. The single-opening fixation member 286 is seen to 

resemble the two-opening fixation member 274 and the three-opening fixation member 

260, but having only a single opening 288 through a respective body 290 between a 

respective first 292 and second surface 294. With reference to the tissue repair assembly 

250 comprising the three-opening fixation member 200 and the two-opening fixation 

member 220, in another embodiment, the two-opening fixation member 220 is replaced 

with the single-opening fixation member 286, and a suture loop extending between the 

three-opening fixation member 200 and the single opening fixation member 286, is 

positioned through the single opening 288.  

[0069] In further embodiment, a fixation member comprising a tissue repair 

assembly of the present invention comprises one or more through openings in addition to 

through openings used to position suture in the construction of the tissue repair assembly.  

In yet another embodiment, a suture loop extending from a substantially three-opening 

fixation member comprises two or more fixation members therealong, through each of 

which the suture loop is positioned.  

[0070] In tissue fixation assemblies of the present invention, suture is passed 

substantially in one longitudinal direction only through a locking, sliding element (a 

restriction element) associated with a fixation member from which three limbs of suture 

extend. The restriction element can be any type of restriction element through which 

suture can pass in a preferred longitudinal direction, and is restricted from passing in an
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opposite longitudinal direction. In various embodiments, the restriction element is a 

locking, sliding suture knot. In another embodiment, the restriction element comprises one 

or more opening in the fixation member adapted to pass a barbed suture having a preferred 

direction of sliding through the one or more opening. In yet another embodiment, the 

restriction element is a unidirectional passage through or around the fixation member itself.  

[0071] FIG. 10 schematically illustrates a cross sectional side view of a portion of 

the tissue repair assembly 250 of FIG. 6, showing a cross-sectional view of the three

opening fixation member 200, and the portion of a the suture 110 positioned therethrough, 

with the locking, sliding knot 130 lodged against the second surface 206. The internal 

surfaces of the three openings 208, 210, 212 through the three-opening fixation member 

200 and the portions of the respective first 204 and second surface 206 therebetween are 

seen to be rounded to optimize sliding of the suture 110 therethrough and therealong, 

respectively.  

[0072] Tissue repair assemblies of the present invention can be constructed in a 

variety of configurations, comprising fixation members of any size and proportions suited 

to repairing a particular tissue defect, selection of the size and type of suture used, and 

variations in the routing of suture with respect to the fixation members. The number of 

through openings required in fixation members used to construct a tissue repair assembly 

of the present invention is in turn selected based on the routing of the suture. FIGs. 11 A

1 IF schematically illustrate various alternative embodiments of tissue repair assemblies of 

the present invention, differing in configuration from the embodiments illustrated 

hereinabove with regard to one or both of suture routing between two fixation members, 

and the number of openings provided through the respective fixation members. It is to be 

noted that the total number of openings provided through any of the fixation members 

disclosed herein can exceed the number of openings required for a particular suture routing 

without deviating from the intent or scope of the present invention.  

[0073] FIG. 11 A illustrates a first alternative embodiment tissue repair assembly 

300 comprising a first fixation member 302 and a second fixation member 304. The tissue 

repair assembly 300 of FIG. 11 A is also seen to comprise a length of suture 306 and a 

restriction element 308. The restriction element 308 is a locking, sliding knot formed from
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the suture 306. The length of suture 306 further comprises a first limb 310 continuous with 

a second limb 312, the first 310 and the second limb 312 together comprising a suture loop 

314 connecting the first 302 to the second fixation member 304. The second limb 312 is 

substantially fixedly connected to the restriction member 308. The second limb 312 

extends through the restriction member 308 and is continuous with a suture tail 316 that is 

terminated by a stopper knot 318 as disclosed hereinabove. The first limb 310 is routed 

slidingly through the restriction member 308 and is continuous with a tensioning limb 320.  

In the various embodiments disclosed herein, suture is routed through one or more opening 

through various fixation members. The suture is generally slidingly routed through the one 

or more opening to ensure smooth operation of the assembly, for deploying the respective 

fixation members in tissue, and for sliding suture through the assembly to approximate a 

tissue defect.  

[0074] The various alternative embodiments illustrated in each of FIG. 11 A 

through FIG. 1 IF comprise the length of suture 306 and components thereof, but vary in 

their routing about and between respective first and second fixation members. As 

illustrated in FIG. 11 A for the first alternative embodiment tissue repair assembly 300, the 

first fixation member 302 is seen to comprise a first 322, a second 324 and a third opening 

326 therethrough. The second fixation member 304 is seen to comprise two openings 328, 

330 therethrough. The suture loop 314 is seen to be routed through each of the two 

openings 328, 330 in the second fixation member 304. The first limb 310 is seen to be 

routed through the first opening 322 in the first fixation member 302 and to the restriction 

element 308. The second limb 312 is seen to be routed through the third opening 326 in 

the first fixation member 302, and to the restriction element 308. The tensioning limb 320 

is seen to be routed from the restriction element 308 and through the second opening 324 

in the first fixation member 302. Tension applied to the tensioning limb 320 with respect 

to the first fixation member 302 is effective to draw suture through the restriction member 

308, thereby decreasing the size of the loop 314. The tissue repair assembly 300 is seen to 

resemble the tissue repair assemblies 100, 250 disclosed hereinabove, except that in the 

embodiment of FIG. 11 A, the tensioning limb 320 is routed through a central opening in 

the respective fixation member 302, as opposed to being routed through a differently 

positioned in the earlier disclosed tissue repair assemblies 100, 250.
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[0075] FIG. 11 B illustrates a second alternative embodiment of a tissue repair 

assembly 332 comprising the first 302 and the second fixation member 304 of the 

embodiment of FIG. 11 A, but differing in the suture routing about and through the first 

fixation member 302, and in construction of the restriction element 308. In an embodiment 

of the tissue repair assembly 332 of FIG. 11B, the restriction element 308 is a locking, 

sliding suture knot affixed to the first fixation element 302 by the suture tail 316 being 

routed through the third opening 326 in the first fixation device 302 and secured 

therethrough by the stopper knot 318. Each of the first 310 and the second limbs of suture 

312 are seen to be routed through one of the first 322 and the second openings 324 in the 

first fixation member 302. Further, in the embodiment of FIG. 11B, the tensioning limb 

320 is seen to be routed around the first fixation member 302, as opposed to being routed 

through an opening in the first fixation member 302, as illustrated for the first alternative 

embodiment of the tissue repair assembly 300 illustrated in FIG. 11 A.  

[0076] FIG. 1IC illustrates a third alternative embodiment of a tissue repair 

assembly 334. The tissue repair assembly 334 of FIG. 1 IC is seen to comprise a first 

fixation member 336 having a first 338 and a second opening 340 therethrough. The tissue 

repair assembly 334 is also seen to comprise a second fixation member 342 having a single 

opening 344 therethrough. The suture loop 314 is seen to be routed through the single 

opening 344 in the second fixation member 342, and each of the first 310 and the second 

limb 312 of suture is seen to be routed through one of the first 338 and the second opening 

340 in the first fixation member 336. As in the suture routing illustrated for the 

embodiment of FIG. 11B, the tensioning limb 320 is seen to be routed around the first 

fixation member 336.  

[0077] A fourth alternative embodiment of a tissue repair assembly 346 is 

illustrated in FIG. 1 ID. The tissue repair assembly 346 illustrated in FIG. 1 ID resembles 

the tissue repair assembly 334 illustrated in FIG. 1 IC, except that in the embodiment 

illustrated in FIG. 1 ID, the tensioning limb 320 is routed from the restriction element 314, 

through the second opening 340 in the first fixation member 336. In addition, one of the 

first 310 and the second limb of suture 312 is seen to be routed through the first opening 

338 in the first fixation member 336, and the other of the first 310 and the second limb of 

suture 312 is seen to be routed around the first fixation member 336.
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[0078] FIG. 11 E illustrates a fifth alternative embodiment of a tissue repair 

assembly 348 comprising a first 350 and a second fixation member 352 each having a 

single respective opening 354, 356 therethrough. In this embodiment, the suture loop 320 

is seen to be routed through the single opening 356 in the second fixation member 352.  

One of the first 310 and the second limb of suture 312 is seen to be routed through the 

single opening 354 in the first fixation member 350, and the other of the first 310 and the 

second limb of suture 312 is seen to be routed around the first fixation member 350. In 

addition, the tensioning limb 320 is seen to be routed around the first fixation member 350.  

[0079] FIG. 1 IF illustrates a sixth alternative embodiment of a tissue repair 

assembly 358 comprising a first 360 and a second fixation member 362, each having two 

respective openings 364, 366, 368, 370 therethrough. The suture loop 314 is seen to be 

routed through each of the two openings 368, 370 in the second fixation member 362 and 

each of the first 310 and the second suture limb 312 is routed directly to the restriction 

member 308, which is positioned adjacent to the first fixation member 360, between the 

first 360 and the second fixation member 362. The restriction element 308 is a locking, 

sliding suture knot affixed to the first fixation member 360 by the suture tail 316 being 

routed through one 366 of the two respective openings 364, 366 in the first fixation device 

360 and secured therethrough by the stopper knot 318. The tensioning limb 320 is seen to 

be routed through the other 364 of the two respected openings 364, 366 in the first fixation 

device 360.  

[0080] It is to be noted that in any of the embodiments disclosed herein, any of the 

embodiments of respective second fixation members can be combined with any of the 

embodiments of respective first fixation members, associated restriction elements and 

suture routing to provide additional embodiments within the intent and scope if the present 

invention.  

[0081] Tissue repair assemblies and methods of the present invention have several 

advantages. A meniscal repair procedure using a tissue repair assembly of the present 

invention can provide a finished tissue repair where only suture, no hard bodies or knots, 

are left on the articulating (that surface facing the femur) surface of the meniscus in the 

knee, thus supporting healing and minimizing the probability that articulating cartilage
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contacting the meniscus will be damaged when the patient flexes the knee joint after the 

surgery. Also advantageously, the repairs can be performed in any orientation with respect 

to a damaged tissue and the associated tissue defect. Tissue repair assemblies of the 

present invention provide additional flexibility for the surgeon because the tissue repair 

assemblies include no fixed lengths of suture to limit the relative locations of the two tissue 

fixation members. For example, a repair performed using the tissue repair assemblies of 

the present invention do not restrict the minimum distance between the two fixation 

members. Importantly, using tissue repair assemblies of the present invention, an entire 

meniscal repair can be performed from the articulating side of the meniscus, an approach 

that minimizes surgical trauma to surrounding tissue.  

[0082] Another advantage is that the strength and stability of a repair performed 

using tissue repair assemblies of the present invention is provided by two uninterrupted, 

continuous limbs of suture, the limbs including no joints, knots, or retainers therealong 

between first and second anchoring members. Further advantageously, providing two 

sutures that completely span the anchoring locations provides superior distribution of 

forces on the repaired tissue, relative to single, knotted orjoined suture segments spanning 

the anchoring locations.  

[0083] Tissue repair assemblies of the present invention are also very versatile in 

their application, including applicability to meniscal repairs, approximation of partial 

shoulder rotator cuff tears, and any other soft tissue repair where two tissues, or damage 

within a tissue, requires surgical approximation. In addition, by pre-drilling one or more 

hole in bone for insertion of the delivery member, the tissue repair assemblies could be 

used to anchor soft tissue to bone 

[0084] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with 

reference to specific preferred embodiments, it should be understood by those skilled in the 

art that various changes in form and detail may be made therein without departing from the 

spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.  

[0085] Throughout this specification and the claims which follow, unless the 

context requires otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and
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"comprising", will be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group 

of integers or steps but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or 

steps.  

[0086] The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not be 

taken as, an acknowledgment or any form or suggestion that the prior art forms part of the 

common general knowledge in Australia.  

[0087] This Application is a divisional of the present Applicant's Australian Patent 

Application No. 2010202954, and the whole contents thereof are included herein by 

reference.
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CLAIMS 

1. An apparatus including: 

first and second fixation members, each of the first and the second fixation 

members having a first surface, an opposing second surface, first and second through 

openings defined between the first surface and the second surface; 

a flexible element coupling the first and the second fixation members, the flexible 

element having a first end, a second end and a length therebetween, the length extending 

from the first end, in order, along a first end section of the flexible element, through the 

first opening in the first fixation member from the respective first surface to the respective 

second surface, through the first opening in the second fixation member from the 

respective second surface to the respective first surface, through the second opening in the 

second fixation member from the respective first surface to the respective second surface, 

through the second opening in the first fixation member from the respective second surface 

to the respective first surface, and along a second end section of the flexible element; 

the first fixation member further including a third through opening defined 

between the respective first and second surface; 

a sliding, locking knot formed between the first end section and the second end 

section, the second end section positioned slidably through the knot, the second end 

section extending from the knot and through the third opening from the first surface to the 

second surface, 

wherein tension applied to the second end section with respect to the first fixation 

member is effective to decrease a distance between the first and the second fixation 

member along the flexible element coupling the first and the second fixation member 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the first, second and third openings 

through the first fixation member are arranged in substantially a straight line along the 

respective first and second surface.
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3. The apparatus according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the first and the second 

fixation members include rounded surfaces between adjacent openings on each respective 

surface, for sliding the flexible element therealong.  

4. The apparatus of any one of the preceding claims, wherein each of the openings 

has a substantially circular cross section.  

5. The apparatus of any one of the preceding claims, wherein one or more of the 

openings has an elongated cross section.  

6. The apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein each of the 

first and the second fixation members further includes a substantially linear groove in each 

of the respective first and second surfaces, the groove extending from a first end of the 

respective surface to an opposite end of the respective surface, the groove in the second 

surface being substantially parallel to the groove in the first surface.  

7. The apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, further including a 

delivery device having an elongated delivery member within which at least a portion of 

each of the first and the second fixation members, coupled by the flexible element, is 

longitudinally and slidably received.  

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein each of the first and the second 

fixation member further includes a substantially linear groove in each of the respective first 

and second surface, the groove extending from a first end of the respective surface to an 

opposite end of the respective surface, the groove in the second surface being substantially 

parallel to the groove in the first surface, the groove slidably engaged with a slot in the 

delivery member.  

9. The apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the flexible 

element includes a suture.  

10. The apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the flexible 

element includes polyethylene.
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11. The apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the flexible 

element includes polyethylene and a bioabsorbable polymer.  

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the bioabsorbable polymer includes 

polydioxanone.  

13. The apparatus according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the sliding, 

locking knot is a bunt line knot.  

14. The apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to 13, further including a delivery 

device, the delivery device including: 

a cannula having a proximal end and a distal end, a longitudinal slot in a wall of 

the cannula, the slot extending from the distal end toward the proximal end, the cannula 

including opposing longitudinal edges along the slot, the cannula adapted to receive the 

first and the second fixation device along the slot, with the edges slidingly engaged in the 

respective grooves in the first and the second fixation devices.  

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, further including a deployment rod 

positioned in the cannula, a handle mechanically coupled to the proximal end of the 

cannula, and a manually actuable member associated with the handle, the actuable member 

actuable to translate the deployment rod distally in the cannula for expelling one of the first 

and the second fixation device slidingly from the distal end of the cannula.  

16. An apparatus including: 

first and second fixation members, each of the first and the second fixation 

members having a first surface and an opposing second surface, first, second and third 

through openings defined between the first surface and the second surface of the first 

fixation device, and one or more through opening defined between the first surface and the 

second surface of the second fixation device; 

a flexible element coupling the first and the second fixation members, the flexible 

element having a first end, a second end and a length therebetween, the length extending 

from the first end, in order, along a first end section of the flexible element, through the 

first opening in the first fixation member from the respective first surface to the respective
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second surface, through at least one of the one or more opening in the second fixation 

member from the respective second surface to the respective first surface, through the 

second opening in the first fixation member from the respective second surface to the 

respective first surface, and along a second end section of the flexible element; 

a sliding, locking knot formed between the first end section and the second end 

section, the second end section extending from the knot and through the third opening from 

the first surface to the second surface, 

wherein tension applied to the second end section with respect to the first fixation 

member is effective to decrease a distance between the first and the second fixation 

member.  

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the first, second and third openings 

through the first fixation member are arranged in substantially a straight line along the 

respective first and second surface.  

18. The apparatus of claim 16 or claim 17, wherein each of the openings has a 

substantially circular cross section.  

19. The apparatus of claim 16 or claim 17, wherein one or more of the openings has a 

cross section that is elongated in a direction transverse to a substantially straight line 

between respective adjacent openings.  

20. The apparatus according to any one of claims 16 to 19, further including a 

delivery device within which at least a portion of each of the first and second fixation 

members, coupled by the flexible element, are slidably received.  

21. The apparatus according to any one of claims 16 to 20, wherein the flexible 

element includes a suture 

22. The apparatus according to any one of claims 16 to 21, wherein the flexible 

element includes polyethylene.
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23. The apparatus according to any one of claims 16 to 22, wherein the flexible 

element is at least partially bioabsorbable.  

24. The apparatus according to any one of claims 16 to 23, wherein the sliding, 

locking knot is a bunt line knot.  

25. An apparatus for repairing a defect in a body tissue, the apparatus including: 

a first fixation member having a first surface and an opposing second surface, 

first, second and third through openings between the first and the second surface, a second 

fixation member having one or more through openings, the first and the second fixation 

members coupled by a continuous length of suture defining a loop joined by a sliding, 

locking knot positioned substantially adjacent to the first side of the first fixation member, 

the loop extending from the knot and slidably through, in order, the first opening in the 

first fixation member, at least one of the one or more openings in the second fixation 

member, the second opening in the first fixation member, and returning to the knot, an end 

section of the continuous length of suture extending from the knot and through the third 

opening from the first side to the second side; and 

wherein the knot is configured so that tensioning the end section with respect to 

the first fixation member is effective to shorten the loop.  

26. The apparatus according to claim 25, wherein the knot is a bunt line knot.  

27. The apparatus of claim 25 or claim 26, wherein the second surface is adapted to 

contact the tissue being repaired, and the knot is maintained adjacent to the first surface.  

28. A method for repairing a defect in a body tissue, the method including: 

passing a first fixation member along a first delivery path through the tissue to a 

first location on a first surface area of the tissue, the first fixation member having opposing 

first and second surfaces, a sliding and locking suture knot adjacent to the first surface, the 

suture knot including suture, three limbs of suture extending from the second surface along 

the delivery path, the three limbs of suture each continuous with the suture including the 

knot, a first two of the three limbs together including a continuous loop of suture slidingly 

connected to a second fixation member, the loop having a loop length;
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tensioning at least one of the three sections of suture to deploy the second surface 

against the tissue at the first location; 

passing the second fixation member along a second delivery path through the 

tissue to a second location on a second surface area of the tissue; and 

tensioning the third limb of suture to reduce the loop length between the first 

fixation member and the second fixation member.  

29. The method according to claim 28, wherein tensioning the third limb of suture 

deploys the second fixation member against the tissue at the second location.  

30. The method according to claim 28 or claim 29, wherein tensioning the third limb 

applies a compressive force to reduce the tissue defect.  

31. The method according to any one of claims 28 to 30, wherein the first fixation 

member includes a first, a second, and a third through opening between the first side and 

the second side, each of the first, second and third limb positioned through the respective 

opening.  

32. The method according to any one of claims 28 to 31, wherein the second fixation 

member includes two through openings, and the loop passes slidingly through both 

openings.  

33. The method of any one of claims 28 to 32, wherein the first location and the 

second location are on a single surface of the tissue.  

34. The method according to any one of claims 28 to 32, wherein the first location 

and the second location are on opposing surfaces of the tissue.  

35. An apparatus including: 

a first fixation member having opposing first and second surfaces, a sliding and 

locking suture knot adjacent to the first surface, the suture knot including suture, three 

limbs of suture extending from the second surface, each of the three limbs of suture 

continuous with the suture comprising the knot, each of the three limbs positioned through
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a respective through opening between the first surface and the second surface, a first two of 

the three limbs together including a continuous loop of suture slidingly connected to a 

second fixation member, the loop having a loop length, and wherein the knot is configured 

such that tension applied to the third limb with respect to the first fixation member is 

effective to reduce the loop length.
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